
November 19, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

The Forest Service must take this opportunity to protect important wildlife, water,
and wilderness resources for future generations to come. This foresight will benefit
Colorado public lands and the communities that rely on them as climate change
alters some of Colorado’s most prized landscapes. Specifically, I would like to see the
Forest Service target areas with outstanding wilderness-quality and unique values in
the forest plan. Here are specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should
include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed.

Sincerely

Sincerely,
Lynn Dimmick
3591 Nyland Way
Lafayette, CO 80026



November 19, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

The Forest Service must take this opportunity to protect important wildlife, water,
and wilderness resources for future generations to come. This foresight will benefit
Colorado public lands and the communities that rely on them as climate change
alters some of Colorado’s most prized landscapes. Specifically, I would like to see the
Forest Service target areas with outstanding wilderness-quality and unique values in
the forest plan. Here are specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should
include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed.

Sincerely

Sincerely,
Helen Barker
154 Hillside Dr
Silverthorne, CO 80498



November 19, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

The Forest Service must take this opportunity to protect important wildlife, water,
and wilderness resources for future generations to come. This foresight will benefit
Colorado public lands and the communities that rely on them as climate change
alters some of Colorado’s most prized landscapes. Specifically, I would like to see the
Forest Service target areas with outstanding wilderness-quality and unique values in
the forest plan. Here are specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should
include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed.

Sincerely

Sincerely,
Ted Behar
7211 County Rd. 100
Carbondale, CO 81623



November 19, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

The Forest Service must take this opportunity to protect important wildlife, water,
and wilderness resources for future generations to come. This foresight will benefit
Colorado public lands and the communities that rely on them as climate change
alters some of Colorado’s most prized landscapes. Specifically, I would like to see the
Forest Service target areas with outstanding wilderness-quality and unique values in
the forest plan. Here are specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should
include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed.

Sincerely

Sincerely,
Blakely Rice
P.O. Box 2554
Aspen, CO 81612



November 19, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

The Forest Service must take this opportunity to protect important wildlife, water,
and wilderness resources for future generations to come. This foresight will benefit
Colorado public lands and the communities that rely on them as climate change
alters some of Colorado’s most prized landscapes. Specifically, I would like to see the
Forest Service target areas with outstanding wilderness-quality and unique values in
the forest plan. Here are specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should
include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed.

Sincerely

Sincerely,
Gail Pollack
7438 county road 117
Glenwood Springs, CO 81601



November 19, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

The Forest Service must take this opportunity to protect important wildlife, water,
and wilderness resources for future generations to come. This foresight will benefit
Colorado public lands and the communities that rely on them as climate change
alters some of Colorado’s most prized landscapes. Specifically, I would like to see the
Forest Service target areas with outstanding wilderness-quality and unique values in
the forest plan. Here are specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should
include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed.

Sincerely

Sincerely,
Judie Blanchard
905 Melissa Ln
Carbodale, CO 81623



November 19, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

The Forest Service must take this opportunity to protect important wildlife, water,
and wilderness resources for future generations to come. This foresight will benefit
Colorado public lands and the communities that rely on them as climate change
alters some of Colorado’s most prized landscapes. Specifically, I would like to see the
Forest Service target areas with outstanding wilderness-quality and unique values in
the forest plan. Here are specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should
include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed.

Sincerely

Sincerely,
Sam Gemus
440 PAEPCKE DR UNIT 301
ASPEN, CO 81611



November 19, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

The Forest Service must take this opportunity to protect important wildlife, water,
and wilderness resources for future generations to come. This foresight will benefit
Colorado public lands and the communities that rely on them as climate change
alters some of Colorado’s most prized landscapes. Specifically, I would like to see the
Forest Service target areas with outstanding wilderness-quality and unique values in
the forest plan. Here are specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should
include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed.

Sincerely

Sincerely,
William  D Gurley
57 Monarch Rd
Glenwood Springs, CO 81601



November 19, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

The Forest Service must take this opportunity to protect important wildlife, water,
and wilderness resources for future generations to come. This foresight will benefit
Colorado public lands and the communities that rely on them as climate change
alters some of Colorado’s most prized landscapes. Specifically, I would like to see the
Forest Service target areas with outstanding wilderness-quality and unique values in
the forest plan. Here are specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should
include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed.

Sincerely

Sincerely,
jon spar
1408 lobo ct ne
albq.,, NM 87106



November 19, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

My name is Jill Dahlman. I am an American citizen, born and raised in the US, the
child of a military commander (Go Navy!), and a voter. I am also a lover of the
wilderness and believe that we should all be working together to preserve future
wildlife habitats for future generations to enjoy. I thank you for the opportunity to
comment on the draft environmental impact statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa,
Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s (GMUG) forest plan revision.

As I noted earlier, I believe that portions of the US are best left protected so that
future generations may enjoy what I have had the privilege of enjoying. Therefore, I
believe that the time is prime for taking this opportunity to protect important
wildlife, water, and wilderness resources for future generations to come. This
foresight will benefit Colorado public lands and the communities that rely on them
as climate change alters some of Colorado’s most prized landscapes. 

I would like to see the Forest Service target areas with outstanding wilderness-quality
and unique values in the forest plan. Here are specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should
include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed.

Thank you for taking the time to read my suggestions. I do believe with forethought,



we can preserve this land and its resources for future generations.

Sincerely

Sincerely,
Jill Dahlman
10540 Dolecetto Dr.
Rancho Cordova, CA 95670



November 19, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

The Forest Service must take this opportunity to protect important wildlife, water,
and wilderness resources for future generations to come. This foresight will benefit
Colorado public lands and the communities that rely on them as climate change
alters some of Colorado’s most prized landscapes. Specifically, I would like to see the
Forest Service target areas with outstanding wilderness-quality and unique values in
the forest plan. Here are specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should
include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed.

Sincerely

Sincerely,
Nancy Peterson
905 Melissa Ln
Carbondale, CO 81623



November 19, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

The Forest Service must take this opportunity to protect important wildlife, water,
and wilderness resources for future generations to come. This foresight will benefit
Colorado public lands and the communities that rely on them as climate change
alters some of Colorado’s most prized landscapes. Specifically, I would like to see the
Forest Service target areas with outstanding wilderness-quality and unique values in
the forest plan. Here are specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should
include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed.

Sincerely

Sincerely,
Peter Looram
280 Glen Eagles Rd
Aspen, CO 81611



November 19, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

The Forest Service must take its core values and mission seriously! We are in a
severe drought and are transitioning into an era of climate instability. It is of
paramount importance that we protect our forested watersheds! Here are specific
recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should
include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed.

Sincerely

Sincerely,
Bruce Woodside
13229 Skyhill Road
Paonia, CO 81428



November 19, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

The Forest Service must take this opportunity to protect important wildlife, water,
and wilderness resources for future generations to come. This foresight will benefit
Colorado public lands and the communities that rely on them as climate change
alters some of Colorado’s most prized landscapes. Specifically, I would like to see the
Forest Service target areas with outstanding wilderness-quality and unique values in
the forest plan. Here are specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should
include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed.

Sincerely

Katie Montie

Sincerely,
Katie Montie
432 North 8th Street



Carbondale, CO 81623



November 19, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

The Forest Service must take this opportunity to protect important wildlife, water,
and wilderness resources for future generations to come. This foresight will benefit
Colorado public lands and the communities that rely on them as climate change
alters some of Colorado’s most prized landscapes. Specifically, I would like to see the
Forest Service target areas with outstanding wilderness-quality and unique values in
the forest plan. Here are specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should
include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed.

Sincerely

Sincerely,
Dennis Woods
38390 hwy 6  #107
Avon, CO 81620



November 19, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

The Forest Service must take this opportunity to protect important wildlife, water,
and wilderness resources for future generations to come. This foresight will benefit
Colorado public lands and the communities that rely on them as climate change
alters some of Colorado’s most prized landscapes. Specifically, I would like to see the
Forest Service target areas with outstanding wilderness-quality and unique values in
the forest plan. Here are specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should
include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed.

Sincerely

Sincerely,
Lawrence Crowley
441 Pheasant Run
Louisville, CO 80027



November 19, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

The Forest Service must take this opportunity to protect important wildlife, water,
and wilderness resources for future generations to come. This foresight will benefit
Colorado public lands and the communities that rely on them as climate change
alters some of Colorado’s most prized landscapes. Specifically, I would like to see the
Forest Service target areas with outstanding wilderness-quality and unique values in
the forest plan. Here are specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

There are two kinds of westerners. Those who believe the West should be cherished
and enjoyed for its unmatched beauty and those who wish to exploit it for money.
Be on the side of the lovers and not the greedy.

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should
include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed.

Sincerely

Sincerely,



Fred Malo
410B Garfield Ave
Carbondale, CO 81623



November 19, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

The Forest Service MUST take this opportunity to PROTECT IMPORTANT WILDLIFE,
WATER, AND WILDERNESS RESOURCES for future generations to come. This foresight
will benefit Colorado public lands and the communities that rely on them as climate
change alters some of Colorado’s most prized landscapes. 

Specifically, I would like to see the Forest Service target areas with outstanding
wilderness-quality and unique values in the forest plan. 

Here are specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must ANALYZE THE BENEFICIAL IMPACTS OF PROTECTING THESE AREAS. This
should include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. 

As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-lasting
environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously analyzed.

PLEASE.  

Sincerely,



Adele Riffe
22927 Highway140
Hesperus, CO 81326



November 19, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

The Forest Service must take this opportunity to protect important wildlife, water,
and wilderness resources for future generations to come. This foresight will benefit
Colorado public lands and the communities that rely on them as climate change
alters some of Colorado’s most prized landscapes. Specifically, I would like to see the
Forest Service target areas with outstanding wilderness-quality and unique values in
the forest plan. Here are specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should
include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed.

Sincerely

Sincerely,
Chris Moore
2126 S Josephine St
Denver, CO 80210



November 19, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

The Forest Service must take this opportunity to protect important wildlife, water,
and wilderness resources for future generations to come. This foresight will benefit
Colorado public lands and the communities that rely on them as climate change
alters some of Colorado’s most prized landscapes. Specifically, I would like to see the
Forest Service target areas with outstanding wilderness-quality and unique values in
the forest plan. Here are specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should
include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed.

Sincerely

Sincerely,
Susan Kaemmerlen
PO Box 959
Edwards, CO 81632



November 19, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

The Forest Service must take this opportunity to protect important wildlife, water,
and wilderness resources for future generations to come. This foresight will benefit
Colorado public lands and the communities that rely on them as climate change
alters some of Colorado’s most prized landscapes. Specifically, I would like to see the
Forest Service target areas with outstanding wilderness-quality and unique values in
the forest plan. Here are specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should
include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed.

Sincerely

Sincerely,
Chris Talbot-Heindl
1635 Cook St Apt 214
Denver, CO 80206



November 19, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

The Forest Service must take this opportunity to protect important wildlife, water,
and wilderness resources for future generations to come. This foresight will benefit
Colorado public lands and the communities that rely on them as climate change
alters some of Colorado’s most prized landscapes. Specifically, I would like to see the
Forest Service target areas with outstanding wilderness-quality and unique values in
the forest plan. Here are specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should
include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed.

Sincerely

Sincerely,
Tom Oken
463 Meadow Rd
Snowmass Village, CO, CO 81615



November 19, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

The Forest Service must take this opportunity to protect important wildlife, water,
and wilderness resources for future generations to come. This foresight will benefit
Colorado public lands and the communities that rely on them as climate change
alters some of Colorado’s most prized landscapes. Specifically, I would like to see the
Forest Service target areas with outstanding wilderness-quality and unique values in
the forest plan. Here are specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should
include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed.

Sincerely

Sincerely,
Frank Huyler
568 36 rd
Palisade, CO 81526



November 19, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

The Forest Service must take this opportunity to protect important wildlife, water,
and wilderness resources for future generations to come. This foresight will benefit
Colorado public lands and the communities that rely on them as climate change
alters some of Colorado’s most prized landscapes. Specifically, I would like to see the
Forest Service target areas with outstanding wilderness-quality and unique values in
the forest plan. Here are specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should
include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed.

Sincerely

Sincerely,
Jonathan Stowell
1430 Haystack Way
Lafayette, CO 80026



November 19, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

The Forest Service must take this opportunity to protect important wildlife, water,
and wilderness resources for future generations to come. This foresight will benefit
Colorado public lands and the communities that rely on them as climate change
alters some of Colorado’s most prized landscapes. Specifically, I would like to see the
Forest Service target areas with outstanding wilderness-quality and unique values in
the forest plan. Here are specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should
include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed.

Sincerely

Sincerely,
Grant Stevens
819 Grand Ave # 1
Glenwood Springs, CO 81601



November 19, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

The Forest Service must take this opportunity to protect important wildlife, water,
and wilderness resources for future generations to come. This foresight will benefit
Colorado public lands and the communities that rely on them as climate change
alters some of Colorado’s most prized landscapes. Specifically, I would like to see the
Forest Service target areas with outstanding wilderness-quality and unique values in
the forest plan. Here are specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should
include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed.

Sincerely

Sincerely,
Barbara Stirling
252 Wren Court
Basalt, CO 81621



November 19, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

The Forest Service must take this opportunity to protect important wildlife, water,
and wilderness resources for future generations to come. This foresight will benefit
Colorado public lands and the communities that rely on them as climate change
alters some of Colorado’s most prized landscapes. Specifically, I would like to see the
Forest Service target areas with outstanding wilderness-quality and unique values in
the forest plan. Here are specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should
include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed.

Sincerely,
Karen Lee Trom

Sincerely,
Karen Lee Trom
0041 Elfin Place
Glenwood Springs, CO 81601



November 19, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

The Forest Service must take this opportunity to protect important wildlife, water,
and wilderness resources for future generations to come. This foresight will benefit
Colorado public lands and the communities that rely on them as climate change
alters some of Colorado’s most prized landscapes. Specifically, I would like to see the
Forest Service target areas with outstanding wilderness-quality and unique values in
the forest plan. Here are specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should
include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed.

Sincerely

Sincerely,
Sarah Johnson
332 Alexander Lane
Basalt, CO 81621



November 19, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

The Forest Service must take this opportunity to protect important wildlife, water,
and wilderness resources for future generations to come. This foresight will benefit
Colorado public lands and the communities that rely on them as climate change
alters some of Colorado’s most prized landscapes. Specifically, I would like to see the
Forest Service target areas with outstanding wilderness-quality and unique values in
the forest plan. Here are specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should
include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed.

Sincerely

Sincerely,
Blair Johnson
3 Club Lane
Littleton, CO 80123



November 19, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

The Forest Service must take this opportunity to protect important wildlife, water,
and wilderness resources for future generations to come. This foresight will benefit
Colorado public lands and the communities that rely on them as climate change
alters some of Colorado’s most prized landscapes. Specifically, I would like to see the
Forest Service target areas with outstanding wilderness-quality and unique values in
the forest plan. Here are specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should
include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed.

Sincerely

Sincerely,
Brooks Barron
211 Euclid Ave
Carbondale, CO 81623



November 19, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

The Forest Service must take this opportunity to protect important wildlife, water,
and wilderness resources for future generations to come. This foresight will benefit
Colorado public lands and the communities that rely on them as climate change
alters some of Colorado’s most prized landscapes. Specifically, I would like to see the
Forest Service target areas with outstanding wilderness-quality and unique values in
the forest plan. Here are specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should
include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed.

Sincerely

Sincerely,
Sue E. Dean
849 Widgeon Drive
Longmont, CO 80503



November 19, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

The Forest Service must take this opportunity to protect important wildlife, water,
and wilderness resources for future generations to come. This foresight will benefit
Colorado public lands and the communities that rely on them as climate change
alters some of Colorado’s most prized landscapes. Specifically, I would like to see the
Forest Service target areas with outstanding wilderness-quality and unique values in
the forest plan. Here are specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should
include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed.

Sincerely
Matthew patera

Sincerely,
Matthew Patera
303 Cleveland Place
Carbondale, CO 81623



November 19, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

The Forest Service must take this opportunity to protect important wildlife, water,
and wilderness resources for future generations to come. This foresight will benefit
Colorado public lands and the communities that rely on them as climate change
alters some of Colorado’s most prized landscapes. Specifically, I would like to see the
Forest Service target areas with outstanding wilderness-quality and unique values in
the forest plan. Here are specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should
include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed.

Sincerely

Sincerely,
Brian Field
10040 Raritan Way
Thornton, CO 80260



November 19, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

The Forest Service must take this opportunity to protect important wildlife, water,
and wilderness resources for future generations to come. This foresight will benefit
Colorado public lands and the communities that rely on them as climate change
alters some of Colorado’s most prized landscapes. Specifically, I would like to see the
Forest Service target areas with outstanding wilderness-quality and unique values in
the forest plan. Here are specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should
include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed.

Sincerely

Sincerely,
Cathryn Classen
PO Box1926
Gypsum, CO 81637



November 19, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

The Forest Service must take this opportunity to protect important wildlife, water,
and wilderness resources for future generations to come. This foresight will benefit
Colorado public lands and the communities that rely on them as climate change
alters some of Colorado’s most prized landscapes. Specifically, I would like to see the
Forest Service target areas with outstanding wilderness-quality and unique values in
the forest plan. Here are specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should
include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed.

Sincerely

Sincerely,
Monique Vidal
Po Box 266
Carbondale, CO 81623



November 19, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

The Forest Service must take this opportunity to protect important wildlife, water,
and wilderness resources for future generations to come. This foresight will benefit
Colorado public lands and the communities that rely on them as climate change
alters some of Colorado’s most prized landscapes. Specifically, I would like to see the
Forest Service target areas with outstanding wilderness-quality and unique values in
the forest plan. Here are specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should
include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed.

Sincerely

Sincerely,
Beverly Patera
303 Cleveland Pl
Carbondale, CO 81623



November 19, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

The Forest Service must take this opportunity to protect important wildlife, water,
and wilderness resources for future generations to come. This foresight will benefit
Colorado public lands and the communities that rely on them as climate change
alters some of Colorado’s most prized landscapes. Specifically, I would like to see the
Forest Service target areas with outstanding wilderness-quality and unique values in
the forest plan. Here are specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should
include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed.

Sincerely

Sincerely,
Ken Goldsmith
258 Sandy Bay Rd
Williamsburg, VA 23185



November 19, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

The Forest Service must take this opportunity to protect important wildlife, water,
and wilderness resources for future generations to come. This foresight will benefit
Colorado public lands and the communities that rely on them as climate change
alters some of Colorado’s most prized landscapes. Specifically, I would like to see the
Forest Service target areas with outstanding wilderness-quality and unique values in
the forest plan. Here are specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should
include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed.

Sincerely

Sincerely,
Beth Chao
3807 Brush Creek Dr
Lawrence, KS 66047



November 19, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

The Forest Service must take this opportunity to protect important wildlife, water,
and wilderness resources for future generations to come. This foresight will benefit
Colorado public lands and the communities that rely on them as climate change
alters some of Colorado’s most prized landscapes. Specifically, I would like to see the
Forest Service target areas with outstanding wilderness-quality and unique values in
the forest plan. Here are specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should
include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed.

Sincerely

Sincerely,
Natalie Nolan
1346 Barber Drive
Carbondale, CO 81623



November 19, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

I implore the Forest Service to take this opportunity to protect important wildlife,
water, and wilderness resources for future generations to come. This foresight will
benefit Colorado public lands and the communities that rely on them, as climate
change alters some of Colorado’s most prized landscapes. Specifically, I would like to
see the Forest Service target areas with outstanding Wilderness-quality and unique
values in the forest plan. Here are specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended Wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also should analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should
include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
Wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed.

Sincerely,
Frances Hartogh

Sincerely,
Frances Hartogh
4229 Nugget Lane
Vail, CO 81657



November 19, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

The Forest Service must take this opportunity to protect important wildlife, water,
and wilderness resources for future generations to come. This foresight will benefit
Colorado public lands and the communities that rely on them as climate change
alters some of Colorado’s most prized landscapes. Specifically, I would like to see the
Forest Service target areas with outstanding wilderness-quality and unique values in
the forest plan. Here are specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should
include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed.

Sincerely

Sincerely,
Cammy Colton
15282 Newton Drive
Overland Park, KS 66223



November 19, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

The Forest Service must take this opportunity to protect important wildlife, water,
and wilderness resources for future generations to come. This foresight will benefit
Colorado public lands and the communities that rely on them as climate change
alters some of Colorado’s most prized landscapes. Specifically, I would like to see the
Forest Service target areas with outstanding wilderness-quality and unique values in
the forest plan. Here are specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should
include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed.

Sincerely

Sincerely,
Carol Pasternak
323 Teal Ct
Aspen, CO 81611



November 19, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

The Forest Service must take this opportunity to protect important wildlife, water,
and wilderness resources for future generations to come. This foresight will benefit
Colorado public lands and the communities that rely on them as climate change
alters some of Colorado’s most prized landscapes. Specifically, I would like to see the
Forest Service target areas with outstanding wilderness-quality and unique values in
the forest plan. Here are specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should
include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed.

Sincerely

Sincerely,
Dean Armstrong
95 Conant St Unit 320
Concord, MA 01742



November 19, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

The Forest Service must take this opportunity to protect important wildlife, water,
and wilderness resources for future generations to come. 

I want my 3 great grandchildren to grow up knowing there is true wilderness left in
Colorado.

Specifically, I would like to see the Forest Service target areas with outstanding
wilderness-quality and unique values in the forest plan. Here are specific
recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

The Forest Service also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these
areas. This should include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife,
water, and wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft
environmental impact statement. 

Sincerely,

Sincerely,
Katherine Delanoy
P.O. Box 144
Eagle, CO 81631



November 19, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

The Forest Service must take this opportunity to protect important wildlife, water,
and wilderness resources for future generations to come. This foresight will benefit
Colorado public lands and the communities that rely on them as climate change
alters some of Colorado’s most prized landscapes. Specifically, I would like to see the
Forest Service target areas with outstanding wilderness-quality and unique values in
the forest plan. Here are specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should
include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed.

Sincerely

Sincerely,
Ruth Hollowell
0394 Crystal Circle
Carbondale, CO 81623



November 19, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

The Forest Service must take this opportunity to protect important wildlife, water,
and wilderness resources for future generations to come. This foresight will benefit
Colorado public lands and the communities that rely on them as climate change
alters some of Colorado’s most prized landscapes. Specifically, I would like to see the
Forest Service target areas with outstanding wilderness-quality and unique values in
the forest plan. Here are specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should
include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed.

Sincerely

Sincerely,
mery butler
PO Box 5300
Snowmass Village, CO 81615



November 19, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

The Forest Service must take this opportunity to protect important wildlife, water,
and wilderness resources for future generations to come. This foresight will benefit
Colorado public lands and the communities that rely on them as climate change
alters some of Colorado’s most prized landscapes. Specifically, I would like to see the
Forest Service target areas with outstanding wilderness-quality and unique values in
the forest plan. Here are specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should
include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed.

Sincerely

Rob Benedetti, MD

Sincerely,
Rob Benedetti
1278 Crystal Bluffs Loop



Carbondale, CO 81623



November 19, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

The Forest Service must take this opportunity to protect important wildlife, water,
and wilderness resources for future generations to come. This foresight will benefit
Colorado public lands and the communities that rely on them as climate change
alters some of Colorado’s most prized landscapes. Specifically, I would like to see the
Forest Service target areas with outstanding wilderness-quality and unique values in
the forest plan. Here are specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should
include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed.

Sincerely

Sincerely,
Ronald Abbott
1307 12th St.
Greeley, CO 80631



November 19, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

The Forest Service must take this opportunity to protect important wildlife, water,
and wilderness resources for future generations to come. This foresight will benefit
Colorado public lands and the communities that rely on them as climate change
alters some of Colorado’s most prized landscapes. Specifically, I would like to see the
Forest Service target areas with outstanding wilderness-quality and unique values in
the forest plan. Here are specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should
include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed.

Sincerely

Sincerely,
Garrett Ahern
17641 E Temple Dr
Aurora, CO 80015



November 19, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

The Forest Service must take this opportunity to protect important wildlife, water,
and wilderness resources for future generations to come. This foresight will benefit
Colorado public lands and the communities that rely on them as climate change
alters some of Colorado’s most prized landscapes. Specifically, I would like to see the
Forest Service target areas with outstanding wilderness-quality and unique values in
the forest plan. Here are specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should
include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed.

Sincerely

Sincerely,
ANDREA KLEIN
POB 1136
Edwards, CO 81632



November 19, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

First and foremost, in the drafting of your plan, please preserve and promote new
multi use recreational trails, especially motorized trails and motorized single track.
Of course the area needs to remain economically viable, but the plan should allow
for continued recreational opportunities as well as responsible resource extraction

Yes, the environment needs to be preserved, but, the forest can provide both
recreational opportunities as well as economic benefits to the community

Sincerely,
Brady Van Matre
7530 Baseline Rd
Boulder, CO 80303



November 19, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

The Forest Service must take this opportunity to protect important wildlife, water,
and wilderness resources for future generations to come. This foresight will benefit
Colorado public lands and the communities that rely on them as climate change
alters some of Colorado’s most prized landscapes. Specifically, I would like to see the
Forest Service target areas with outstanding wilderness-quality and unique values in
the forest plan. Here are specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should
include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed.

Sincerely

Sincerely,
Beth Cashdan
0082 Northway Dr.
Aspen, CO 81611



November 19, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

The Forest Service must take this opportunity to protect important wildlife, water,
and wilderness resources for future generations to come. This foresight will benefit
Colorado public lands and the communities that rely on them as climate change
alters some of Colorado’s most prized landscapes. Specifically, I would like to see the
Forest Service target areas with outstanding wilderness-quality and unique values in
the forest plan. Here are specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should
include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed.

Sincerely

Sincerely,
David Lien
3615 Cranswood Way
Colorado Springs, CO 80918



November 19, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

The Forest Service must take this opportunity to protect important wildlife, water,
and wilderness resources for future generations to come. This foresight will benefit
Colorado public lands and the communities that rely on them as climate change
alters some of Colorado’s most prized landscapes. Specifically, I would like to see the
Forest Service target areas with outstanding wilderness-quality and unique values in
the forest plan. Here are specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should
include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed.

Sincerely

Sincerely,
James Moss
PO Box 16743
Golden, CO 80402



November 19, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

The Forest Service must take this opportunity to protect important wildlife, water,
and wilderness resources for future generations to come. This foresight will benefit
Colorado public lands and the communities that rely on them as climate change
alters some of Colorado’s most prized landscapes. Specifically, I would like to see the
Forest Service target areas with outstanding wilderness-quality and unique values in
the forest plan. Here are specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should
include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed.

Sincerely

Sincerely,
Cheryl Ayers
1031 Deer Blvd.
Avon, CO 81620



November 19, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Our wild lands are even more important now that people are seeking places to get
away from the pandemic and back to nature.  Thank you for the opportunity to
comment on the draft environmental impact statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa,
Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s (GMUG) forest plan revision.

The Forest Service must take this opportunity to protect important wildlife, water,
and wilderness resources for future generations to come. This foresight will benefit
Colorado public lands and the communities that rely on them as climate change
alters some of Colorado’s most prized landscapes. Specifically, I would like to see the
Forest Service target areas with outstanding wilderness-quality and unique values in
the forest plan. Here are specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should
include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed.

Sincerely

Sincerely,
Yovonne Autrey-Schell
360 Duck Lake Dr NE
Ocean Shores, WA 98569



November 19, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

The Forest Service must take this opportunity to protect important wildlife, water,
and wilderness resources for future generations to come. This foresight will benefit
Colorado public lands and the communities that rely on them as climate change
alters some of Colorado’s most prized landscapes. Specifically, I would like to see the
Forest Service target areas with outstanding wilderness-quality and unique values in
the forest plan. Here are specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should
include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed.

Sincerely

Sincerely,
Ryk McDorman
3016 S Roslyn St
Denver, CO 80231



November 19, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

The Forest Service must take this opportunity to protect important wildlife, water,
and wilderness resources for future generations to come. This foresight will benefit
Colorado public lands and the communities that rely on them as climate change
alters some of Colorado’s most prized landscapes. Specifically, I would like to see the
Forest Service target areas with outstanding wilderness-quality and unique values in
the forest plan. Here are specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should
include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed.

Sincerely

Sincerely,
Lynne Buhlig
520 Iris Avenue
Boulder, CO 80304



November 19, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

The Forest Service must take this opportunity to protect important wildlife, water,
and wilderness resources for future generations to come. This foresight will benefit
Colorado public lands and the communities that rely on them as climate change
alters some of Colorado’s most prized landscapes. Specifically, I would like to see the
Forest Service target areas with outstanding wilderness-quality and unique values in
the forest plan. Here are specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should
include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed.

Sincerely

Sincerely,
DAVID SCHLENDORF
PO Box 1945
Edwards, CO 81632



November 19, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

The Forest Service must take this opportunity to protect important wildlife, water,
and wilderness resources for future generations to come. This foresight will benefit
Colorado public lands and the communities that rely on them as climate change
alters some of Colorado’s most prized landscapes. Specifically, I would like to see the
Forest Service target areas with outstanding wilderness-quality and unique values in
the forest plan. Here are specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should
include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed.

Sincerely

Sincerely,
Mary Keithler
11322 E. Ida Act.
Englewood, CO 80111



November 19, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

The Forest Service must take this opportunity to protect important wildlife, water,
and wilderness resources for future generations to come. This foresight will benefit
Colorado public lands and the communities that rely on them as climate change
alters some of Colorado’s most prized landscapes. Specifically, I would like to see the
Forest Service target areas with outstanding wilderness-quality and unique values in
the forest plan. Here are specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should
include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed.

Sincerely

Sincerely,
Tim McFlynn
420 Boyd Dr
Carbondale, CO 81623



November 19, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

The Forest Service must take this opportunity to protect important wildlife, water,
and wilderness resources for future generations to come. This foresight will benefit
Colorado public lands and the communities that rely on them as climate change
alters some of Colorado’s most prized landscapes. Specifically, I would like to see the
Forest Service target areas with outstanding wilderness-quality and unique values in
the forest plan. Here are specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should
include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed.

Sincerely

Sincerely,
Brendan Couvreux
95 Chair Mountain Dr
Redstone, CO 81623



November 19, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

The Forest Service must take this opportunity to protect important wildlife, water,
and wilderness resources for future generations to come. This foresight will benefit
Colorado public lands and the communities that rely on them as climate change
alters some of Colorado’s most prized landscapes. Specifically, I would like to see the
Forest Service target areas with outstanding wilderness-quality and unique values in
the forest plan. Here are specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should
include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed.

Sincerely

Sincerely,
Chloe Couvreux
95 Chair Mountain Dr
Redstone, CO 81623



November 19, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

The Forest Service must take this opportunity to protect important wildlife, water,
and wilderness resources for future generations to come. This foresight will benefit
Colorado public lands and the communities that rely on them as climate change
alters some of Colorado’s most prized landscapes. Specifically, I would like to see the
Forest Service target areas with outstanding wilderness-quality and unique values in
the forest plan. Here are specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should
include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed.

Sincerely

Sincerely,
Terri Slivka
236 Bristlecone Drive
Carbondale, CO 81623



November 19, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

The Forest Service must take this opportunity to protect important wildlife, water,
and wilderness resources for future generations to come. This foresight will benefit
Colorado public lands and the communities that rely on them as climate change
alters some of Colorado’s most prized landscapes. Specifically, I would like to see the
Forest Service target areas with outstanding wilderness-quality and unique values in
the forest plan. Here are specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should
include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed.

Sincerely

Sincerely,
Pauline Koenigsknecht
347 Lamprecht Dr
Carbondale, CO 81623



November 19, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

I am writing as an American who strongly supports full protection for Wilderness
Areas throughout our country. I very much urge the Forest Service to please include
protection for more wildernesses & wildlife in the GMUG Forest Plan! 

I strongly urge the Forest Service to please take this opportunity to protect important
wildlife, water, and wilderness resources for future generations to come. I urge this
action because this foresight will benefit Colorado public lands and the communities
that rely on them as climate change alters some of Colorado’s most prized
landscapes. It is crucial for the Forest Service  to mandate and target areas for
protection that contain outstanding wilderness-quality and unique values in the
forest plan. Here are specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, I strongly urge the
Forest Service to please analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This
should include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. 

At this time, i thank you for your consideration of my letter. I strongly urge full
protection for the wilderness, watrer and wildlife in  the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre
and Gunnison National Forests, because the GMUG forest plan revision will have
long-lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be



rigorously analyzed.

Sincerely,
Jean Marie Naples, MD-Ph.D.

Sincerely,
Jean Naples
26 Montebello Commons Drive
Suffern, NY 10901



November 20, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

The Forest Service must take this opportunity to protect important wildlife, water,
and wilderness resources for future generations to come. This foresight will benefit
Colorado public lands and the communities that rely on them as climate change
alters some of Colorado’s most prized landscapes. Specifically, I would like to see the
Forest Service target areas with outstanding wilderness-quality and unique values in
the forest plan. Here are specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should
include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed.

Sincerely

Sincerely,
Marcia Corbin
PO Box 9312
Aspen, CO 81612



November 20, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

The Forest Service must take this opportunity to protect important wildlife, water,
and wilderness resources for future generations to come. This foresight will benefit
Colorado public lands and the communities that rely on them as climate change
alters some of Colorado’s most prized landscapes. Specifically, I would like to see the
Forest Service target areas with outstanding wilderness-quality and unique values in
the forest plan. Here are specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should
include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed.

Sincerely

Sincerely,
Josh Kuhn
908 Jasmine Place
Lafayette, CO 80026



November 20, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

The Forest Service must take this opportunity to protect important wildlife, water,
and wilderness resources for future generations to come. This foresight will benefit
Colorado public lands and the communities that rely on them as climate change
alters some of Colorado’s most prized landscapes. Specifically, I would like to see the
Forest Service target areas with outstanding wilderness-quality and unique values in
the forest plan. Here are specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should
include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed.

Sincerely

Sincerely,
Melissa Carlson
26148 Redlands Mesa Rd
Hotchkiss, CO 81419



November 20, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

The Forest Service must take this opportunity to protect important wildlife, water,
and wilderness resources for future generations to come. This foresight will benefit
Colorado public lands and the communities that rely on them as climate change
alters some of Colorado’s most prized landscapes. Specifically, I would like to see the
Forest Service target areas with outstanding wilderness-quality and unique values in
the forest plan. Here are specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should
include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed.

Sincerely
claudia goff

Sincerely,
claudia goff
301 pine st.
glenwood springs, CO 81601



November 20, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

The Forest Service must take this opportunity to protect important wildlife, water,
and wilderness resources for future generations to come. This foresight will benefit
Colorado public lands and the communities that rely on them as climate change
alters some of Colorado’s most prized landscapes. Specifically, I would like to see the
Forest Service target areas with outstanding wilderness-quality and unique values in
the forest plan. Here are specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should
include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed.

Sincerely

Sincerely,
Daniel Boyer
26148 Redlands Mesa Rd
Hotchkiss, CO 81419



November 20, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for reading my comment on the draft environmental impact statement
(DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s (GMUG)
forest plan revision.

The U.S. Forest Service needs to take this opportunity to PROTECT important wildlife,
water, and wilderness resources for future generations to come. This foresight will
benefit Colorado public lands and the communities that rely on them as climate
change alters some of Colorado’s most prized landscapes. 

Specifically, I would very much like to see the Forest Service target areas with
outstanding wilderness-quality and unique values in the forest plan. Here are
specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should
include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed.

Sincerely

Sincerely,
Lany Clough
Chestnut Ridge Road



St louis, MO 63021



November 20, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

The Forest Service must take this opportunity to protect important wildlife, water,
and wilderness resources for future generations to come. This foresight will benefit
Colorado public lands and the communities that rely on them as climate change
alters some of Colorado’s most prized landscapes. Specifically, I would like to see the
Forest Service target areas with outstanding wilderness-quality and unique values in
the forest plan. Here are specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should
include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed.

Sincerely

Sincerely,
Carol Racine
Pobox C2
Snowmass village, CO 81615



November 20, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

The Forest Service must take this opportunity to protect important wildlife, water,
and wilderness resources for future generations to come. This foresight will benefit
Colorado public lands and the communities that rely on them as climate change
alters some of Colorado’s most prized landscapes. Specifically, I would like to see the
Forest Service target areas with outstanding wilderness-quality and unique values in
the forest plan. Here are specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should
include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed.

Sincerely

Sincerely,
Janet Rutigliano
PO Box 67
Ridgway, CO 81432



November 20, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

The Forest Service must take this opportunity to protect important wildlife, water,
and wilderness resources for future generations to come. This foresight will benefit
Colorado public lands and the communities that rely on them as climate change
alters some of Colorado’s most prized landscapes. Specifically, I would like to see the
Forest Service target areas with outstanding wilderness-quality and unique values in
the forest plan. Here are specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should
include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed.

Sincerely

Sincerely,
Allison Navarro
PO Box 2344
Edwards, CO 81632



November 20, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

The Forest Service must take this opportunity to protect important wildlife, water,
and wilderness resources for future generations to come. This foresight will benefit
Colorado public lands and the communities that rely on them as climate change
alters some of Colorado’s most prized landscapes. Specifically, I would like to see the
Forest Service target areas with outstanding wilderness-quality and unique values in
the forest plan. Here are specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan. Mt Lamborn is an extremely critical
water source for the town of Paonia and nearby areas. 

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should
include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed.

Sincerely
Andrea Lecos

Sincerely,
Andrea Lecos
41218 Lamborn Mesa Rd



Paonia, CO 81428



November 20, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

The Forest Service must take this opportunity to protect important wildlife, water,
and wilderness resources for future generations to come. This foresight will benefit
Colorado public lands and the communities that rely on them as climate change
alters some of Colorado’s most prized landscapes. Specifically, I would like to see the
Forest Service target areas with outstanding wilderness-quality and unique values in
the forest plan. Here are specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should
include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed.

Sincerely

Sincerely,
Marj Perry
4239 Highway 133
Carbondale, CO 81623



November 20, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

This is a MORAL ISSUE.  We MUST protect the health and safety of our communities,
protect our public lands, wildlife, and preserve these attributes for generations to
come!

The Forest Service must take this opportunity to protect important wildlife, water,
and wilderness resources for future generations to come. This foresight will benefit
Colorado public lands and the communities that rely on them as climate change
alters some of Colorado’s most prized landscapes. Specifically, I would like to see the
Forest Service target areas with outstanding wilderness-quality and unique values in
the forest plan. Here are specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should
include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed.

Sincerely

Sincerely,



J Moore
4723 Grand
Glenwood Springs, CO 81601



November 20, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

The Forest Service must take this opportunity to protect important wildlife, water,
and wilderness resources for future generations to come. This foresight will benefit
Colorado public lands and the communities that rely on them as climate change
alters some of Colorado’s most prized landscapes. Specifically, I would like to see the
Forest Service target areas with outstanding wilderness-quality and unique values in
the forest plan. Here are specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should
include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed.

Sincerely,
Colin Kearney

Sincerely,
colin kearney
505 Lions Ridge Rd
Carbondale, CO 81623



November 20, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

The Forest Service must take this opportunity to protect important wildlife, water,
and wilderness resources for future generations to come. This foresight will benefit
Colorado public lands and the communities that rely on them as climate change
alters some of Colorado’s most prized landscapes. Specifically, I would like to see the
Forest Service target areas with outstanding wilderness-quality and unique values in
the forest plan. Here are specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should
include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed.

Sincerely

Sincerely,
Laurie Smith
PO Box 2379
Crested Butte, CO 81224



November 20, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

The Forest Service must take this opportunity to protect important wildlife, water,
and wilderness resources for future generations to come. This foresight will benefit
Colorado public lands and the communities that rely on them as climate change
alters some of Colorado’s most prized landscapes. Specifically, I would like to see the
Forest Service target areas with outstanding wilderness-quality and unique values in
the forest plan. Here are specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should
include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed.

Thank you.

Sincerely,
Molly Butler
10395 W 25th Ave
Lakewood, CO 80215



November 20, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

The Forest Service must take this opportunity to protect important wildlife, water,
and wilderness resources for future generations to come. This foresight will benefit
Colorado public lands and the communities that rely on them as climate change
alters some of Colorado’s most prized landscapes. Specifically, I would like to see the
Forest Service target areas with outstanding wilderness-quality and unique values in
the forest plan. Here are specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should
include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed.

Sincerely

Sincerely,
Jackson Cooper
255 W Village Dr
Marble, CO 81623



November 20, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

The Forest Service must take this opportunity to protect important wildlife, water,
and wilderness resources for future generations to come. This foresight will benefit
Colorado public lands and the communities that rely on them as climate change
alters some of Colorado’s most prized landscapes. Specifically, I would like to see the
Forest Service target areas with outstanding wilderness-quality and unique values in
the forest plan. Here are specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should
include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed.

Sincerely

Sincerely,
Steve Kiene
1016 Mountian Rd
Minturn, CO 81645



November 20, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

The Forest Service must take this opportunity to protect important wildlife, water,
and wilderness resources for future generations to come. This foresight will benefit
Colorado public lands and the communities that rely on them as climate change
alters some of Colorado’s most prized landscapes. Specifically, I would like to see the
Forest Service target areas with outstanding wilderness-quality and unique values in
the forest plan. Here are specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should
include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed.

Sincerely

Sincerely,
John Isaacs
189 South 3rd Street
Carbondale, CO 81623



November 20, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

The Forest Service must take this opportunity to protect important wildlife, water,
and wilderness resources for future generations to come. This foresight will benefit
Colorado public lands and the communities that rely on them as climate change
alters some of Colorado’s most prized landscapes. Specifically, I would like to see the
Forest Service target areas with outstanding wilderness-quality and unique values in
the forest plan. Here are specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should
include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed.

Sincerely

Sincerely,
Laurel Catto
PO Box 871
Basalt, CO 81621



November 21, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

The Forest Service must take this opportunity to protect important wildlife, water,
and wilderness resources for future generations to come. This foresight will benefit
Colorado public lands and the communities that rely on them as climate change
alters some of Colorado’s most prized landscapes. Specifically, I would like to see the
Forest Service target areas with outstanding wilderness-quality and unique values in
the forest plan. Here are specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should
include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed.

Sincerely

Sincerely,
John Sweet
588 Academy
Palmer Lake, CO 80133



November 21, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

The Forest Service must take this opportunity to protect important wildlife, water,
and wilderness resources for future generations to come. This foresight will benefit
Colorado public lands and the communities that rely on them as climate change
alters some of Colorado’s most prized landscapes. Specifically, I would like to see the
Forest Service target areas with outstanding wilderness-quality and unique values in
the forest plan. Here are specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should
include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed.

Sincerely

Sincerely,
David Burns
1023 W Alder St
Louisville, CO 80027



November 21, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

The Forest Service must take this opportunity to protect important wildlife, water,
and wilderness resources for future generations to come. This foresight will benefit
Colorado public lands and the communities that rely on them as climate change
alters some of Colorado’s most prized landscapes. Specifically, I would like to see the
Forest Service target areas with outstanding wilderness-quality and unique values in
the forest plan. Here are specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should
include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed.

Sincerely

Sincerely,
JP Kacy
PO Box 5097
Eagle, CO 81631



November 22, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

The Forest Service must take this opportunity to protect important wildlife, water,
and wilderness resources for future generations to come. This foresight will benefit
Colorado public lands and the communities that rely on them as climate change
alters some of Colorado’s most prized landscapes. Specifically, I would like to see the
Forest Service target areas with outstanding wilderness-quality and unique values in
the forest plan. Here are specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should
include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed.

Sincerely

Sincerely,
Will Roush
710 Castle Creek Drive
Aspen, CO 81611



November 22, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

The Forest Service must take this opportunity to protect important wildlife, water,
and wilderness resources for future generations to come. This foresight will benefit
Colorado public lands and the communities that rely on them as climate change
alters some of Colorado’s most prized landscapes. Specifically, I would like to see the
Forest Service target areas with outstanding wilderness-quality and unique values in
the forest plan. Here are specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should
include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed.

Sincerely

Sincerely,
Patrick Kiernan
1012 Monastery Rd
Snowmass, CO 81654



November 22, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

The Forest Service must take this opportunity to protect important wildlife, water,
and wilderness resources for future generations to come. This foresight will benefit
Colorado public lands and the communities that rely on them as climate change
alters some of Colorado’s most prized landscapes. Specifically, I would like to see the
Forest Service target areas with outstanding wilderness-quality and unique values in
the forest plan. Here are specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should
include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed.

Sincerely
Krista

Sincerely,
Krista Hughes
21 lone wolf ct
dillon, CO 80435



November 22, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

The Forest Service must take this opportunity to protect important wildlife, water,
and wilderness resources for future generations to come. This foresight will benefit
Colorado public lands and the communities that rely on them as climate change
alters some of Colorado’s most prized landscapes. Specifically, I would like to see the
Forest Service target areas with outstanding wilderness-quality and unique values in
the forest plan. Here are specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should
include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed.

Sincerely

Sincerely,
Maya Kurtz
336 Park Dr
Glenwood Springs, CO 81601



November 22, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Dear Forest Service Planners, 

I appreciate the opportunity to submit comments on the Draft Plan of the Grand
Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forests Plan Revision. These forests
mean so much to my family, for my business, and the future of our community. 

I have lived in Paonia since 2000, and I frequent our surrounding forests for biking,
skiing, and learning about wildlife. My ten-year-old daughter and I go skiing up
Stephen’s Gulch, hike Lamborn Mountain, visit the Beaver Reservoir, leaf-peep over
Kebler Pass, and gather Christmas trees in the Grand Mesa National Forests. I
sincerely want my experiences in these areas to continue and to be preserved for
future generations. 

I care deeply about protecting the wilderness that exists in our National Forest lands
and feel strongly that these resources can be lost very quickly if proper management
doesn’t exist. I emphatically support the recommended Wilderness designations
included in Alternative D, as well as support the inclusion of all recommended
Wilderness areas presented in the Community Conservation Proposal and Gunnison
Public Lands Initiative.

After working for five years for the North Fork River Improvement Association when
it was the watershed group for our area, I’ve witnessed first-hand how important
water is to the future of my community. I support the protection included in Riparian
Management Zones, but ask that standards and guidelines be enhanced. I support
the eligibility findings for all the stream segments included in the draft revised forest
plan. Ruby Fork of Anthracite Creek and Deep Creek, and other stream segments
were previously found eligible but have been left out of the revised draft forest plan.
Please include all eligible segments.

Resources must be protected if we want these forests to sustain their wildlife
characteristics when my daughter is my age. I strongly support the Wildlife
Management Area concept presented in the draft plan, and ask that those be
retained and strengthened. Additional plan components for this designation are
needed to ensure retention of security habitat for big game. Please implement a
standard that requires leaving habitat blocks at least 500 acres in size with no roads
or other human intrusions in big game habitat in all areas assigned to this
management area. This will further bolster protections for wildlife species. 

Your work on updating the forest plan for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and
Gunnison National Forest is incredibly important, as it is the first opportunity for us
all to update the current plan from 1983. THANK YOU for your efforts, and please
prioritize the protection of wilderness, wildlife, and water resources in this new
revision.



Sincerely, 
Teresa Shishim

Sincerely,
Teresa Shishim
40847 O Rd
Paonia, CO 81428



November 22, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

The Forest Service must take this opportunity to protect important wildlife, water,
and wilderness resources for future generations to come. This foresight will benefit
Colorado public lands and the communities that rely on them as climate change
alters some of Colorado’s most prized landscapes. Specifically, I would like to see the
Forest Service target areas with outstanding wilderness-quality and unique values in
the forest plan. Here are specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 
.       Chalk Mountain Recommended Wilderness;
• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).
.       
These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should
include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed.

Sincerely

Sincerely,
Robin Nicholoff
36295 Sunshine Mesa Rd
Hotchkiss, CO 81419



November 22, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

The Forest Service must take this opportunity to protect important wildlife, water,
and wilderness resources for future generations to come. This foresight will benefit
Colorado public lands and the communities that rely on them as climate change
alters some of Colorado’s most prized landscapes. Specifically, I would like to see the
Forest Service target areas with outstanding wilderness-quality and unique values in
the forest plan. Here are specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should
include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed.

Sincerely
e.c. O'Reilly 

Sincerely,
elizabeth O'Reilly
box 173  230 Oak ave
Paonia, CO 81428



November 22, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

The Forest Service must take this opportunity to protect important wildlife, water,
and wilderness resources for future generations to come. This foresight will benefit
Colorado public lands and the communities that rely on them as climate change
alters some of Colorado’s most prized landscapes. Specifically, I would like to see the
Forest Service target areas with outstanding wilderness-quality and unique values in
the forest plan. Here are specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should
include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed.

Sincerely

Sincerely,
Sheehan Meagher
243 Red Dog Rd
Carbondale, CO 81623



November 23, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

As an avid outdoorsman I feel the Forest Service must take this opportunity to
protect important wildlife, water, and wilderness resources for future generations to
come. This foresight will benefit Colorado public lands and the communities that rely
on them as climate change alters some of Colorado’s most prized landscapes.
Specifically, I would like to see the Forest Service target areas with outstanding
wilderness-quality and unique values in the forest plan. Here are specific
recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should
include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed.

Sincerely

Sincerely,
Bill Dvorak
17921 US Highway 285
Nathrop, CO 81236



November 23, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

The Forest Service must take this opportunity to protect important wildlife, water,
and wilderness resources for future generations to come. This foresight will benefit
Colorado public lands and the communities that rely on them as climate change
alters some of Colorado’s most prized landscapes. Specifically, I would like to see the
Forest Service target areas with outstanding wilderness-quality and unique values in
the forest plan. Here are specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should
include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed.

Sincerely
Susan M Dolan

Sincerely,
Susan Mackin Dolan
PO Box 2721
Edwards, CO 81632



November 23, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

The Forest Service must take this opportunity to protect important wildlife, water,
and wilderness resources for future generations to come. This foresight will benefit
Colorado public lands and the communities that rely on them as climate change
alters some of Colorado’s most prized landscapes. Specifically, I would like to see the
Forest Service target areas with outstanding wilderness-quality and unique values in
the forest plan. Here are specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should
include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed.

Sincerely

Sincerely,
Nancy Peterson
905 Melissa Ln
Carbondale, CO 81623



November 22, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

The Forest Service must take this opportunity to protect important wildlife, water,
and wilderness resources for future generations to come. This foresight will benefit
Colorado public lands and the communities that rely on them as climate change
alters some of Colorado’s most prized landscapes. Specifically, I would like to see the
Forest Service target areas with outstanding wilderness-quality and unique values in
the forest plan. Here are specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should
include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed.

Sincerely

Sincerely,
Zander Higbie
130 Ptarmigan Ct.
Basalt, CO 81621



November 23, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

The Forest Service must take this opportunity to protect important wildlife, water,
and wilderness resources for future generations to come. This foresight will benefit
Colorado public lands and the communities that rely on them as climate change
alters some of Colorado’s most prized landscapes. Specifically, I would like to see the
Forest Service target areas with outstanding wilderness-quality and unique values in
the forest plan. Here are specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should
include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed.

Sincerely

Sincerely,
Shirley Powers
1011 Wheel Circle
Carbondale, CO 81623



November 23, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

The Forest Service must take this opportunity to protect important wildlife, water,
and wilderness resources for future generations to come. This foresight will benefit
Colorado public lands and the communities that rely on them as climate change
alters some of Colorado’s most prized landscapes. Specifically, I would like to see the
Forest Service target areas with outstanding wilderness-quality and unique values in
the forest plan. Here are specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should
include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed.

Sincerely

Sincerely,
Jonathan Resnick
111 W Beaver Creek Blvd
Avon, CO 81620



November 23, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

The Forest Service must take this opportunity to protect important wildlife, water,
and wilderness resources for future generations to come. This foresight will benefit
Colorado public lands and the communities that rely on them as climate change
alters some of Colorado’s most prized landscapes. Specifically, I would like to see the
Forest Service target areas with outstanding wilderness-quality and unique values in
the forest plan. Here are specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should
include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed.

Sincerely

Sincerely,
Carla Behrens
904 LITTLE LEAF CT
LONGMONT, CO 80503



November 23, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

The Forest Service must take this opportunity to protect important wildlife, water,
and wilderness resources for future generations to come. This foresight will benefit
Colorado public lands and the communities that rely on them as climate change
alters some of Colorado’s most prized landscapes. Specifically, I would like to see the
Forest Service target areas with outstanding wilderness-quality and unique values in
the forest plan. Here are specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should
include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed.

Sincerely

Sincerely,
Kaitlyn Merriman
1622 Matterhorn Circle
Vail, CO 81657



November 23, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

The Forest Service must take this opportunity to protect important wildlife, water,
and wilderness resources for future generations to come. This foresight will benefit
Colorado public lands and the communities that rely on them as climate change
alters some of Colorado’s most prized landscapes. Specifically, I would like to see the
Forest Service target areas with outstanding wilderness-quality and unique values in
the forest plan. Here are specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should
include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed.

Sincerely

Sincerely,
Kay Hannah
PO Box 1341
Paonia, CO 81428



November 23, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

The Forest Service must take this opportunity to protect important wildlife, water,
and wilderness resources for future generations to come. This foresight will benefit
Colorado public lands and the communities that rely on them as climate change
alters some of Colorado’s most prized landscapes. Specifically, I would like to see the
Forest Service target areas with outstanding wilderness-quality and unique values in
the forest plan. Here are specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should
include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed.

Sincerely

Sincerely,
Cammy Colton
15282 Newton Drive
Overland Park, KS 66223



November 23, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Hello Forest Service!

As a 6 multi-generational Coloardoan in his mid-30's I have quickly seen this state
change its landscape from wild to contained areas. Please use this opportunity to set
aside appropriate areas for wilderness designations and multi-recreational use. Oil
and gas leases should be set aside when possible as they benefit a limited number
of individuasl. 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

 Here are specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should
include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed.

Sincerely

Sincerely,



Andy Librande
2133 South Humboldt Street
Denver, CO 80210



November 23, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

The Forest Service must take this opportunity to protect important wildlife, water,
and wilderness resources for future generations to come. This foresight will benefit
Colorado public lands and the communities that rely on them as climate change
alters some of Colorado’s most prized landscapes. Specifically, I would like to see the
Forest Service target areas with outstanding wilderness-quality and unique values in
the forest plan. Here are specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should
include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed.

Sincerely

Sincerely,
Julianne Gould
124 Rosewood Ln
East Stroudsburg, PA 18301



November 23, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

The Forest Service must take this opportunity to protect important wildlife, water,
and wilderness resources for future generations to come. This foresight will benefit
Colorado public lands and the communities that rely on them as climate change
alters some of Colorado’s most prized landscapes. Specifically, I would like to see the
Forest Service target areas with outstanding wilderness-quality and unique values in
the forest plan. Here are specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should
include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed.

Sincerely
Deb Forsline

Sincerely,
Deborah Forsline
34999 Highway 6
Edwards, CO 81632



November 23, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

The Forest Service must take this opportunity to protect important wildlife, water,
and wilderness resources for future generations to come. This foresight will benefit
Colorado public lands and the communities that rely on them as climate change
alters some of Colorado’s most prized landscapes. Specifically, I would like to see the
Forest Service target areas with outstanding wilderness-quality and unique values in
the forest plan. Here are specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should
include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed.

Sincerely

Sincerely,
Jan Gold
16157 E Prentice Pl
Centennial, CO 80015



November 23, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

The Forest Service must take this opportunity to protect important wildlife, water,
and wilderness resources for future generations to come. This foresight will benefit
Colorado public lands and the communities that rely on them as climate change
alters some of Colorado’s most prized landscapes. Specifically, I would like to see the
Forest Service target areas with outstanding wilderness-quality and unique values in
the forest plan. Here are specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should
include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed.

Sincerely

Sincerely,
Catharine Pieck
6202 Elk Lane
Basalt, CO 81621



November 23, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

I am writing as an American who strongly supports full protection for the Wilderness
Areas in Colorado. I completely urge the Forest Service to please use this opportunity
to protect important endangereds wildlife, water, and wilderness resources for
future generations to come. I support this action because this foresight will benefit
Colorado public lands and the communities that rely on them as the climate change
disaster crisis alters some of Colorado’s most prized landscapes. Specifically, I urge
the Forest Service to please target areas with outstanding wilderness-quality and
unique values in the forest plan. 

My specific recommendations include:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

I support these actions because these areas include the presence of  high value
wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality. Please add them to the final
revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, I urge the Forest
Service to please fully analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This
should include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. 

At this  time, I thank you for your consideration of my letter and crecommendations.
As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-lasting
environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas to ewnsure full protection for
the Wilderness Areas in Colorado must be rigorously analyzed.



Sincerely,
Jean Marie Naples, MD-Ph. D.

Sincerely,
Jean Naples
26 Montebello Commons Dr
Suffern, NY 10901



November 23, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

The Forest Service must take this opportunity to protect important wildlife, water,
and wilderness resources for future generations to come. This foresight will benefit
Colorado public lands and the communities that rely on them as climate change
alters some of Colorado’s most prized landscapes. Specifically, I would like to see the
Forest Service target areas with outstanding wilderness-quality and unique values in
the forest plan. Here are specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should
include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed.

Sincerely

Sincerely,
Nathan Van Velson
410 Alden Dr
Lancaster, PA 17601



November 23, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

The Forest Service must take this opportunity to protect important wildlife, water,
and wilderness resources for future generations to come. This foresight will benefit
Colorado public lands and the communities that rely on them as climate change
alters some of Colorado’s most prized landscapes. Specifically, I would like to see the
Forest Service target areas with outstanding wilderness-quality and unique values in
the forest plan. Here are specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should
include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed. As a Colorado resident, hunter, outdoorsman, and taxpayer, I urge you to
protect these lands for all of us, not just the special interests and extractive
corporations.

Sincerely

Sincerely,
Jorge Andromidas
2880 So. Locust St. N606



Denver, CO 80222



November 23, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

The Forest Service must take this opportunity to protect important wildlife, water,
and wilderness resources for future generations to come. This foresight will benefit
Colorado public lands and the communities that rely on them as climate change
alters some of Colorado’s most prized landscapes. Specifically, I would like to see the
Forest Service target areas with outstanding wilderness-quality and unique values in
the forest plan. Here are specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should
include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed.

Sincerely

Sincerely,
Nils Osterberg
73 Prospect St
White Plains, NY 10605



November 23, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

The Forest Service must take this opportunity to protect important wildlife, water,
and wilderness resources for future generations to come. This foresight will benefit
Colorado public lands and the communities that rely on them as climate change
alters some of Colorado’s most prized landscapes. Specifically, I would like to see the
Forest Service target areas with outstanding wilderness-quality and unique values in
the forest plan. Here are specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should
include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed.

Sincerely

Sincerely,
Shelley Hall
2612 Cortina Lane
Vail, CO 81657



November 24, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

The Forest Service must take this opportunity to protect important wildlife, water,
and wilderness resources for future generations to come. This foresight will benefit
Colorado public lands and the communities that rely on them as climate change
alters some of Colorado’s most prized landscapes. Specifically, I would like to see the
Forest Service target areas with outstanding wilderness-quality and unique values in
the forest plan. Here are specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should
include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed.

Sincerely

Sincerely,
Ed Chipman
19 W Lake Creek Rd
Edwards, CO 81632



November 23, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

The Forest Service must take this opportunity to protect important wildlife, water,
and wilderness resources for future generations to come. This foresight will benefit
Colorado public lands and the communities that rely on them as climate change
alters some of Colorado’s most prized landscapes. Specifically, I would like to see the
Forest Service target areas with outstanding wilderness-quality and unique values in
the forest plan. Here are specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should
include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed.

Sincerely

Sincerely,
Beverly Walter
342 Mesa View Way
Golden, CO 80403



November 23, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

The Forest Service must take this opportunity to protect important wildlife, water,
and wilderness resources for future generations to come. This foresight will benefit
Colorado public lands and the communities that rely on them as climate change
alters some of Colorado’s most prized landscapes. Specifically, I would like to see the
Forest Service target areas with outstanding wilderness-quality and unique values in
the forest plan. Here are specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should
include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed.

Sincerely

Sincerely,
Johanna Mueller
129 Aspen Village
Aspen, CO 81611



November 24, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

The Forest Service must take this opportunity to protect important wildlife, water,
and wilderness resources for future generations to come. This foresight will benefit
Colorado public lands and the communities that rely on them as climate change
alters some of Colorado’s most prized landscapes. Specifically, I would like to see the
Forest Service target areas with outstanding wilderness-quality and unique values in
the forest plan. Here are specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should
include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed.

Sincerely

Sincerely,
Neil McLane
5539 Colt Drive
Longmont, CO 80503



November 24, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

The Forest Service must take this opportunity to protect important wildlife, water,
and wilderness resources for future generations to come. This foresight will benefit
Colorado public lands and the communities that rely on them as climate change
alters some of Colorado’s most prized landscapes. Specifically, I would like to see the
Forest Service target areas with outstanding wilderness-quality and unique values in
the forest plan. Here are specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should
include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed.

Sincerely

Sincerely,
Kiara Christianson
1028 Cooper Ave
Glenwood Springs, CO 81601



November 24, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

The Forest Service must take this opportunity to protect important wildlife, water,
and wilderness resources for future generations to come. This foresight will benefit
Colorado public lands and the communities that rely on them as climate change
alters some of Colorado’s most prized landscapes. Specifically, I would like to see the
Forest Service target areas with outstanding wilderness-quality and unique values in
the forest plan. Here are specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should
include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed.

Sincerely

Sincerely,
Bill Ikler
PO Box 873
Nederland, CO 80466



November 24, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

The Forest Service must take this opportunity to protect important wildlife, water,
and wilderness resources for future generations to come. This foresight will benefit
Colorado public lands and the communities that rely on them as climate change
alters some of Colorado’s most prized landscapes. Specifically, I would like to see the
Forest Service target areas with outstanding wilderness-quality and unique values in
the forest plan. Here are specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should
include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed.

Sincerely

Sincerely,
Tom Stumpf
2863 Humboldt Circle
Longmont, CO 80503



November 24, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

The Forest Service must take this opportunity to protect important wildlife, water,
and wilderness resources for future generations to come. This foresight will benefit
Colorado public lands and the communities that rely on them as climate change
alters some of Colorado’s most prized landscapes. Specifically, I would like to see the
Forest Service target areas with outstanding wilderness-quality and unique values in
the forest plan. Here are specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should
include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed.

Sincerely

Sincerely,
Jeremy Hakes
686 Entrada Dr.
GOLDEN, CO 80401



November 24, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

The Forest Service must take this opportunity to protect important wildlife, water,
and wilderness resources for future generations to come. This foresight will benefit
Colorado public lands and the communities that rely on them as climate change
alters some of Colorado’s most prized landscapes. Specifically, I would like to see the
Forest Service target areas with outstanding wilderness-quality and unique values in
the forest plan. Here are specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should
include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed.

Sincerely

Sincerely,
Gerry Arnold
PO Box 4325
Gypsum, CO 81637



November 24, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Dear Mr. Stewart, 

I am a retired biologist from EPA Region 8 . Having reviewed EISs for most of my
career, I am very concerned about this draft environmental impact statement (DEIS)
for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s (GMUG) forest
plan revision.

The GMUG must take this opportunity to move from their historical "industrial uses"
of the national forests to a more preservation minded stewardship of the public's
nation forest, to protect important wildlife, water, and wilderness resources for our
future generations to come. 

This shift in GMUG historical practices will benefit Colorado public lands and the
communities that rely on them as climate change alters some of Colorado’s most
prized landscapes. Specifically, I would like to see the Forest Service target areas with
outstanding wilderness-quality and unique values in the forest plan. Here are
specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should
include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed.



Sincerely, Sarah Fowler

Sincerely,
Sarah Fowler
770 Ithaca Drive
Boulder, CO 80305



November 24, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

The Forest Service must take this opportunity to protect important wildlife, water,
and wilderness resources for future generations to come. This foresight will benefit
Colorado public lands and the communities that rely on them as climate change
alters some of Colorado’s most prized landscapes. Specifically, I would like to see the
Forest Service target areas with outstanding wilderness-quality and unique values in
the forest plan. Here are specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should
include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed.

Sincerely

Sincerely,
Annie Goodman
PO Box 644
Edwards, CO 81632



November 24, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

The Forest Service must take this opportunity to protect important wildlife, water,
and wilderness resources for future generations to come. This foresight will benefit
Colorado public lands and the communities that rely on them as climate change
alters some of Colorado’s most prized landscapes. Specifically, I would like to see the
Forest Service target areas with outstanding wilderness-quality and unique values in
the forest plan. Here are specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should
include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed.

Sincerely

Sincerely,
Bruce Gabow
6259 frying pan rd
Basalt, CO 81621



November 24, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

The Forest Service must take this opportunity to protect important wildlife, water,
and wilderness resources for future generations to come. This foresight will benefit
Colorado public lands and the communities that rely on them as climate change
alters some of Colorado’s most prized landscapes. Specifically, I would like to see the
Forest Service target areas with outstanding wilderness-quality and unique values in
the forest plan. Here are specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should
include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed.

Sincerely

Sincerely,
Ann Larson
P.O. Box 6715
Snowmass Village, CO 81615



November 24, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.  As a life long citizen of Colorado, I am deeply
concerned about my state's environment, wildlife, and water resources.  

The Forest Service must take this opportunity to protect important wildlife, water,
and wilderness resources for future generations to come. This foresight will benefit
Colorado public lands and the communities that rely on them as climate change
alters some of Colorado’s most prized landscapes. Specifically, I would like to see the
Forest Service target areas with outstanding wilderness-quality and unique values in
the forest plan. Here are specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should
include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed.

Thank you for your careful consideration of these comments.  

Sincerely

Sincerely,
Barb Tokunaga



5813 Woodcliffe Drive
Windsor, CO 80550



November 24, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

The Forest Service must take this opportunity to protect important wildlife, water,
and wilderness resources for future generations to come. This foresight will benefit
Colorado public lands and the communities that rely on them as climate change
alters some of Colorado’s most prized landscapes. Specifically, I would like to see the
Forest Service target areas with outstanding wilderness-quality and unique values in
the forest plan. Here are specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should
include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed.

Sincerely

Sincerely,
Patrick Fachet
3250 S Arizona Ave, Apt 3024
Chandler, AZ 85248



November 24, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

The Forest Service must take this opportunity to protect important wildlife, water,
and wilderness resources for future generations to come. This foresight will benefit
Colorado public lands and the communities that rely on them as climate change
alters some of Colorado’s most prized landscapes. Specifically, I would like to see the
Forest Service target areas with outstanding wilderness-quality and unique values in
the forest plan. Here are specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should
include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed.

Sincerely
Chuck Downey

Sincerely,
Chuck downey
427  Crystal Park Dr
Redstone, CO 81623



November 24, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

The Forest Service must take this opportunity to protect important wildlife, water,
and wilderness resources for future generations to come. This foresight will benefit
Colorado public lands and the communities that rely on them as climate change
alters some of Colorado’s most prized landscapes. Specifically, I would like to see the
Forest Service target areas with outstanding wilderness-quality and unique values in
the forest plan. Here are specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should
include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed.

Sincerely

Sincerely,
Howard Tuthill
PO Box 1638
Avon, CO 81620



November 24, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

The Forest Service must take this opportunity to protect important wildlife, water,
and wilderness resources for future generations to come. This foresight will benefit
Colorado public lands and the communities that rely on them as climate change
alters some of Colorado’s most prized landscapes. Specifically, I would like to see the
Forest Service target areas with outstanding wilderness-quality and unique values in
the forest plan. Here are specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should
include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed.

Sincerely

Sincerely,
Kay Hannah
PO Box 1341 11589 Crawford Rd.
Paonia, CO 81428



November 24, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

The Forest Service must take this opportunity to protect important wildlife, water,
and wilderness resources for future generations to come. This foresight will benefit
Colorado public lands and the communities that rely on them as climate change
alters some of Colorado’s most prized landscapes. Specifically, I would like to see the
Forest Service target areas with outstanding wilderness-quality and unique values in
the forest plan. Here are specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should
include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed.

Sincerely

Sincerely,
Maya Kurtz
336 Park Dr
Glenwood Springs, CO 81601



November 24, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

The Forest Service must take this opportunity to protect important wildlife, water,
and wilderness resources for future generations to come. This foresight will benefit
Colorado public lands and the communities that rely on them as climate change
alters some of Colorado’s most prized landscapes. Specifically, I would like to see the
Forest Service target areas with outstanding wilderness-quality and unique values in
the forest plan. Here are specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should
include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed.

Sincerely

Sincerely,
Mary Jursinovic
11491 3800 Rd
Paonia, CO 81428



November 24, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

The Forest Service must take this opportunity to protect important wildlife, water,
and wilderness resources for future generations to come. This foresight will benefit
Colorado public lands and the communities that rely on them as climate change
alters some of Colorado’s most prized landscapes. Specifically, I would like to see the
Forest Service target areas with outstanding wilderness-quality and unique values in
the forest plan. Here are specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should
include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed.

Sincerely

Sincerely,
Ryk McDorman
3016 S Roslyn St
Denver, CO 80231



November 24, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

The Forest Service must take this opportunity to protect important wildlife, water,
and wilderness resources for future generations to come. This foresight will benefit
Colorado public lands and the communities that rely on them as climate change
alters some of Colorado’s most prized landscapes. Specifically, I would like to see the
Forest Service target areas with outstanding wilderness-quality and unique values in
the forest plan. Here are specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should
include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed.

Sincerely

Sincerely,
Megan Chester
275 Sierra Vista
Carbondale, CO 81634



November 24, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

The Forest Service must take this opportunity to protect important wildlife, water,
and wilderness resources for future generations to come. This foresight will benefit
Colorado public lands and the communities that rely on them as climate change
alters some of Colorado’s most prized landscapes. Specifically, I would like to see the
Forest Service target areas with outstanding wilderness-quality and unique values in
the forest plan. Here are specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should
include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed.

Sincerely

Sincerely,
Pamela Chiaro
2690 Kimberly Dr
Grand Junction, CO 81506



November 24, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

The Forest Service must take this opportunity to protect important wildlife, water,
and wilderness resources for future generations to come. This foresight will benefit
Colorado public lands and the communities that rely on them as climate change
alters some of Colorado’s most prized landscapes. Specifically, I would like to see the
Forest Service target areas with outstanding wilderness-quality and unique values in
the forest plan. Here are specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should
include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed.

Sincerely

Sincerely,
Aubrey Bertram
440 1/2 Yellowstone Ave
Billings, MT 59101



November 24, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

The Forest Service must take this opportunity to protect important wildlife, water,
and wilderness resources for future generations to come. This foresight will benefit
Colorado public lands and the communities that rely on them as climate change
alters some of Colorado’s most prized landscapes. Specifically, I would like to see the
Forest Service target areas with outstanding wilderness-quality and unique values in
the forest plan. Here are specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should
include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed.

Sincerely

Sincerely,
Susan Brown
1877 Church Rd
Dundalk, MD 21222



November 24, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Dear Chad Stewart,

I am sending the message to add my voice to the many others advocating for the
protection of the GMUG National Forests. I regret that the Forest Service ignored the
recommendations of groups advocating for forest protection, like the Wilderness
Workshop, previously and I sincerely hope that now the Forest Service will indeed
listen to public voices and not simply those who wish to benefit off of PUBLIC lands.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

The Forest Service must take this opportunity to protect important wildlife, water,
and wilderness resources for future generations to come. This foresight will benefit
Colorado public lands and the communities that rely on them as climate change
alters some of Colorado’s most prized landscapes. Specifically, I would like to see the
Forest Service target areas with outstanding wilderness-quality and unique values in
the forest plan. Here are specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should
include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed.



Sincerely

Sincerely,
Patricia Goudvis
179 Harvey St.
Cambridge, MA 02140



November 24, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

The Forest Service must take this opportunity to protect important wildlife, water,
and wilderness resources for future generations to come. This foresight will benefit
Colorado public lands and the communities that rely on them as climate change
alters some of Colorado’s most prized landscapes. Specifically, I would like to see the
Forest Service target areas with outstanding wilderness-quality and unique values in
the forest plan. Here are specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should
include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed.

Sincerely

Sincerely,
Sam Feuerborn
1319 County Road 127
Glenwood Springs, CO 81601



November 24, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

The Forest Service must take this opportunity to protect important wildlife, water,
and wilderness resources for future generations to come. This foresight will benefit
Colorado public lands and the communities that rely on them as climate change
alters some of Colorado’s most prized landscapes. Specifically, I would like to see the
Forest Service target areas with outstanding wilderness-quality and unique values in
the forest plan. Here are specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should
include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed.

Sincerely

Sincerely,
Judie Blanchard
905 Melissa Ln
Carbondale, CO 81623



November 24, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

The Forest Service must take this opportunity to protect important wildlife, water,
and wilderness resources for future generations to come. This foresight will benefit
Colorado public lands and the communities that rely on them as climate change
alters some of Colorado’s most prized landscapes. Specifically, I would like to see the
Forest Service target areas with outstanding wilderness-quality and unique values in
the forest plan. Here are specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should
include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed.

Sincerely

Sincerely,
Ruth Carver
116 South Aspen Street
Aspen, CO 81611



November 24, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

The Forest Service must take this opportunity to protect important wildlife, water,
and wilderness resources for future generations to come. This foresight will benefit
Colorado public lands and the communities that rely on them as climate change
alters some of Colorado’s most prized landscapes. Specifically, I would like to see the
Forest Service target areas with outstanding wilderness-quality and unique values in
the forest plan. Here are specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should
include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed.

Sincerely

Sincerely,
Sally Whitehead
165 Gray Jay Place, Trout Lake Road
Ophir, CO 81426



November 24, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

The Forest Service must take this opportunity to protect important wildlife, water,
and wilderness resources for future generations to come. This foresight will benefit
Colorado public lands and the communities that rely on them as climate change
alters some of Colorado’s most prized landscapes. Specifically, I would like to see the
Forest Service target areas with outstanding wilderness-quality and unique values in
the forest plan. Here are specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should
include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed.

Sincerely Greg Hakes

Sincerely,
Greg Hakes
367 Shamrock Lane
Howard, CO 81233



November 24, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

The Forest Service must take this opportunity to protect important wildlife, water,
and wilderness resources for future generations to come. This foresight will benefit
Colorado public lands and the communities that rely on them as climate change
alters some of Colorado’s most prized landscapes. Specifically, I would like to see the
Forest Service target areas with outstanding wilderness-quality and unique values in
the forest plan. Here are specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should
include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed.

Sincerely

Sincerely,
Jacob McCoola
879 Colorado Ave
Carbondale, CO 81623



November 24, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

The Forest Service must take this opportunity to protect important wildlife, water,
and wilderness resources for future generations to come. This foresight will benefit
Colorado public lands and the communities that rely on them as climate change
alters some of Colorado’s most prized landscapes. Specifically, I would like to see the
Forest Service target areas with outstanding wilderness-quality and unique values in
the forest plan. Here are specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should
include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed.

Sincerely

Sincerely,
dameon hansen
1809n e 16th street
idaho falls, ID 83404



November 24, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

The Forest Service must take this opportunity to protect important wildlife, water,
and wilderness resources for future generations to come. This foresight will benefit
Colorado public lands and the communities that rely on them as climate change
alters some of Colorado’s most prized landscapes. Specifically, I would like to see the
Forest Service target areas with outstanding wilderness-quality and unique values in
the forest plan. Here are specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should
include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed.

Sincerely

Sincerely,
Alya Howe
325 Lamprecht Drive
Carbondale, CO 81623



November 24, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

My personal message to you today is about my home in the GMUG. Those of us
LIVING HERE are making every effort to preserve and protect our corner of The
Planet by actively moving away from the burning of fossil fuels and investing in
renewable energy. This appears to be in stark contrast to the issuing of well permits
to extraction companies from Texas and Canada interested in the profits available
under our ground. They simply don't give a hoot about the constant truck traffic and
environmental threats they pose to the gorgeous Muddy Creek Valley. The photo
that accompanies this note shows a part Hubbard Creek and Condemnit Park, one of
our family's favorite places to hike. The very reason it is called Condemnit is the
result of rabid extraction that has taken place in our valley for decades. Please help
us stop the exploitation of this beautiful country by including it in the areas
protected by the proposed GMUG special management zones. Check out the areas
that have already been exploited in The Muddy Creek Valley and you'll agree that the
nature here is worth preserving. The future is renewable resources like the solar
array we installed at cost to our home not the continued extraction of outmoded fuel
sources.

Thank you!

And thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

Sincerely, Thomas Gordon

Sincerely,
Thomas Gordon
2192 CR. 265
Somerset, CO 81434



November 24, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

The Forest Service must take this opportunity to protect important wildlife, water,
and wilderness resources for future generations to come. This foresight will benefit
Colorado public lands and the communities that rely on them as climate change
alters some of Colorado’s most prized landscapes. Specifically, I would like to see the
Forest Service target areas with outstanding wilderness-quality and unique values in
the forest plan. Here are specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should
include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed.

Sincerely

Sincerely,
Kathryn Baker
PO BOX 5093
Snowmass Village, UM 81615



November 24, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

The Forest Service must take this opportunity to protect important wildlife, water,
and wilderness resources for future generations to come. This foresight will benefit
Colorado public lands and the communities that rely on them as climate change
alters some of Colorado’s most prized landscapes. Specifically, I would like to see the
Forest Service target areas with outstanding wilderness-quality and unique values in
the forest plan. Here are specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should
include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed.

Sincerely

Sincerely,
missy prudden
PO Box 12
Woody Creek, CO 81656



November 24, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

The Forest Service must take this opportunity to protect important wildlife, water,
and wilderness resources for future generations to come. This foresight will benefit
Colorado public lands and the communities that rely on them as climate change
alters some of Colorado’s most prized landscapes. Specifically, I would like to see the
Forest Service target areas with outstanding wilderness-quality and unique values in
the forest plan. Here are specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should
include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed.

And please!  Help us with our DEAD forest on Slumgullion Pass. What does one do
with millions  of dead trees?  So frightened of the fire risk!  Seeking solutions. 

Sincerely, Kerry Coy

Sincerely,
Kerry Coy



PO 171
Lake City, CO 81235



November 24, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

The Forest Service must take this opportunity to protect important wildlife, water,
and wilderness resources for future generations to come. This foresight will benefit
Colorado public lands and the communities that rely on them as climate change
alters some of Colorado’s most prized landscapes. Specifically, I would like to see the
Forest Service target areas with outstanding wilderness-quality and unique values in
the forest plan. Here are specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should
include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed.

Sincerely

Sincerely,
Aaron Abeyta
109 Cardiff Mesa Loop
Glenwood Springs, CO 81601



November 24, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

The Forest Service must take this opportunity to protect important wildlife, water,
and wilderness resources for future generations to come. This foresight will benefit
Colorado public lands and the communities that rely on them as climate change
alters some of Colorado’s most prized landscapes. Specifically, I would like to see the
Forest Service target areas with outstanding wilderness-quality and unique values in
the forest plan. Here are specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should
include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed.

Sincerely

Sincerely,
Alison Hecht
721 Meadowood drive
Aspen, CO 81611



November 24, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Mr. Stewart, 

I am taking advantage of the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental
impact statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National
Forest’s (GMUG) forest plan revision.

The Forest Service has an opportunity to protect important wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources for future generations to come. As a longstanding resident of
this region and an avid hiker, hunter and fisherman, I urge the Forest Service to
include as much proposed/recommended Wilderness as possible in the forest plan
and the DEIS. Wilderness with a capital "W" is a critical management tool for the
landscapes and waterways that ensures the health of the overall environment and
the wildlife that relies on it.  In turn, a healthy forest benefits communities that rely
on the many benefits that drive their economies, whether in agriculture or
recreation. As someone with friends in the mountain biking and snowmobiling
communities, and as someone who occasionally partakes in those activities, I can say
with experience that even the most avid bikers and snowmobilers will agree that
Wilderness ensures the authentic backcountry experiences they often seek. It is a
shared value when discussed in a way that describes the shared experiences in the
backcountry. Finally, as climate change alters some of Colorado’s most important
natural resources, protecting areas with wilderness qualities is a way the Forest
Service can "do its part" to participate in the solution. 

Having communicated with the Wilderness Workshop and other organizations, I
would like to add my name in support of the following recommendations to add the
following wildernesses and special management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

This is not a lot of acreage, but these areas have high-value wildlife habitat and water
resources. Please add them to the final revised forest plan. Additionally,  I ask that
the Forest Service include in the DEIS and ultimately the Forest Plan the direction
necessary to analyze the benefits of protecting these areas for their outstanding
wildlife, water, and wilderness qualities. 

Sincerely,
Allyn Harvey
President, Wilderness Workshop Board of Directors



Sincerely,
Allyn Harvey
957 Buckingham Dr.
Carbondale, CO 81623



November 24, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

The Forest Service must take this opportunity to protect important wildlife, water,
and wilderness resources for future generations to come. This foresight will benefit
Colorado public lands and the communities that rely on them as climate change
alters some of Colorado’s most prized landscapes. Specifically, I would like to see the
Forest Service target areas with outstanding wilderness-quality and unique values in
the forest plan. Here are specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should
include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed.

Sincerely

Sincerely,
Su Tay
P. O. Box 219
Woody creek, CO 81656



November 24, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.
I'm a former resident of Colorado and I come back often to enjoy its unspoiled
wilderness areas. We must preserve them.

The Forest Service must take this opportunity to protect important wildlife, water,
and wilderness resources for future generations to come. This foresight will benefit
Colorado public lands and the communities that rely on them as climate change
alters some of Colorado’s most prized landscapes. Specifically, I would like to see the
Forest Service target areas with outstanding wilderness-quality and unique values in
the forest plan. Here are specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should
include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed.

Sincerely

Sincerely,
Caroline Deegan
361 Hill Creek Blvd



Chapel Hill, NC 27516



November 24, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

The Forest Service must take this opportunity to protect important wildlife, water,
and wilderness resources for future generations to come. This foresight will benefit
Colorado public lands and the communities that rely on them as climate change
alters some of Colorado’s most prized landscapes. Specifically, I would like to see the
Forest Service target areas with outstanding wilderness-quality and unique values in
the forest plan. Here are specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should
include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed.

Sincerely

Sincerely,
Deborah Kreuser
9515 SW Terrace #5
Beaverton, OR 97007



November 24, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

The Forest Service must take this opportunity to protect important wildlife, water,
and wilderness resources for future generations to come. This foresight will benefit
Colorado public lands and the communities that rely on them as climate change
alters some of Colorado’s most prized landscapes. Specifically, I would like to see the
Forest Service target areas with outstanding wilderness-quality and unique values in
the forest plan. Here are specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should
include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed.

Sincerely 
Jeanette Odelberg 

Sincerely,
Jeanette Odelberg
637 Vine St.
Aspen, CO 81611



November 24, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

The Forest Service must take this opportunity to protect important wildlife, water,
and wilderness resources for future generations to come. This foresight will benefit
Colorado public lands and the communities that rely on them as climate change
alters some of Colorado’s most prized landscapes. Specifically, I would like to see the
Forest Service target areas with outstanding wilderness-quality and unique values in
the forest plan. Here are specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should
include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed.

Sincerely

Sincerely,
Sloan Shoemaker
1071 County Road 111
Carbondale, CO 81623



November 24, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

The Forest Service must take this opportunity to protect important wildlife, water,
and wilderness resources for future generations to come. This foresight will benefit
Colorado public lands and the communities that rely on them as climate change
alters some of Colorado’s most prized landscapes. Specifically, I would like to see the
Forest Service target areas with outstanding wilderness-quality and unique values in
the forest plan. Here are specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should
include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed.

Sincerely

Sincerely,
Maureen OBrien
PO Box 663
New Castle, CO 81647



November 24, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

The Forest Service must take this opportunity to protect important wildlife, water,
and wilderness resources for future generations to come. This foresight will benefit
Colorado public lands and the communities that rely on them as climate change
alters some of Colorado’s most prized landscapes. Specifically, I would like to see the
Forest Service target areas with outstanding wilderness-quality and unique values in
the forest plan. Here are specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should
include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed.

Sincerely

Sincerely,
Marcie Musser
1180 Black Birch Dr
Aspen, CO 81611



November 24, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

The Forest Service must take this opportunity to protect important wildlife, water,
and wilderness resources for future generations to come. This foresight will benefit
Colorado public lands and the communities that rely on them as climate change
alters some of Colorado’s most prized landscapes. Specifically, I would like to see the
Forest Service target areas with outstanding wilderness-quality and unique values in
the forest plan. Here are specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should
include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed.

Sincerely

Sincerely,
Cynthia Ziegler
17462 Farmers Mine Road
Paonia, CO 81428



November 24, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

The Forest Service must take this opportunity to protect important wildlife, water,
and wilderness resources for future generations to come. This foresight will benefit
Colorado public lands and the communities that rely on them as climate change
alters some of Colorado’s most prized landscapes. Specifically, I would like to see the
Forest Service target areas with outstanding wilderness-quality and unique values in
the forest plan. Here are specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should
include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed.

Sincerely,
Pam & Tom Robinson

Sincerely,
Pam Robinson
2 Chair Mountain Drive
Redstone, CO 81623



November 24, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

The Forest Service must take this opportunity to protect important wildlife, water,
and wilderness resources for future generations to come. This foresight will benefit
Colorado public lands and the communities that rely on them as climate change
alters some of Colorado’s most prized landscapes. Specifically, I would like to see the
Forest Service target areas with outstanding wilderness-quality and unique values in
the forest plan. Here are specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should
include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed.

Sincerely

Sincerely,
Lauren Twohig
9 EXHIBITION LANE
ASPEN, CO 81611



November 24, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

The Forest Service must take this opportunity to protect important wildlife, water,
and wilderness resources for future generations to come. This foresight will benefit
Colorado public lands and the communities that rely on them as climate change
alters some of Colorado’s most prized landscapes. Specifically, I would like to see the
Forest Service target areas with outstanding wilderness-quality and unique values in
the forest plan. Here are specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should
include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed.

Sincerely

Sincerely,
Kaitlyn Merriman
1622 Matterhorn Cir
Vail, CO 81657



November 24, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

The Forest Service must take this opportunity to protect important wildlife, water,
and wilderness resources for future generations to come. This foresight will benefit
Colorado public lands and the communities that rely on them as climate change
alters some of Colorado’s most prized landscapes. Specifically, I would like to see the
Forest Service target areas with outstanding wilderness-quality and unique values in
the forest plan. Here are specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should
include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed.

Sincerely

Sincerely,
Brandon Jones
210 GARDNER WAY
BASALT, CO 81621



November 24, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

As a river outfitter and outdoorsman it imperative to me that the Forest Service must
take this opportunity to protect important wildlife, water, and wilderness resources
for future generations to come. This foresight will benefit Colorado public lands and
the communities that rely on them as climate change alters some of Colorado’s most
prized landscapes. Specifically, I would like to see the Forest Service target areas with
outstanding wilderness-quality and unique values in the forest plan. Here are
specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should
include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed.

Sincerely

Sincerely,
Bill Dvorak
17921 US Highway 285
Nathrop, CO 81236



November 24, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

The Forest Service must take this opportunity to protect important wildlife, water,
and wilderness resources for future generations to come. This foresight will benefit
Colorado public lands and the communities that rely on them as climate change
alters some of Colorado’s most prized landscapes. Specifically, I would like to see the
Forest Service target areas with outstanding wilderness-quality and unique values in
the forest plan. Here are specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should
include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed.

Sincerely

Sincerely,
Ann English
1351 Hidden Valley Dr
Glenwood Springs, CO 81601



November 25, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

The Forest Service must take this opportunity to protect important wildlife, water,
and wilderness resources for future generations to come. This foresight will benefit
Colorado public lands and the communities that rely on them as climate change
alters some of Colorado’s most prized landscapes. Specifically, I would like to see the
Forest Service target areas with outstanding wilderness-quality and unique values in
the forest plan. Here are specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should
include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed.

Sincerely

Sincerely,
Beverly Walter
342 Mesa View Way
Golden, CO 80403



November 25, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

The Forest Service must take this opportunity to protect important wildlife, water,
and wilderness resources for future generations to come. This foresight will benefit
Colorado public lands and the communities that rely on them as climate change
alters some of Colorado’s most prized landscapes. Specifically, I would like to see the
Forest Service target areas with outstanding wilderness-quality and unique values in
the forest plan. Here are specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should
include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed.

Sincerely

Sincerely,
JOHN FIELDER
POB 26890
SILVERTHORNE, CO 80497



November 25, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

The Forest Service must take this opportunity to protect important wildlife, water,
and wilderness resources for future generations to come. This foresight will benefit
Colorado public lands and the communities that rely on them as climate change
alters some of Colorado’s most prized landscapes. Specifically, I would like to see the
Forest Service target areas with outstanding wilderness-quality and unique values in
the forest plan. Here are specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should
include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed.

Sincerely,

Sandra H.

Sincerely,
Sandra Hotinger
15528 Black Bridge Rd



Paonia, CO 81428



November 25, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

The Forest Service must take this opportunity to protect important wildlife, water,
and wilderness resources for future generations to come. This foresight will benefit
Colorado public lands and the communities that rely on them as climate change
alters some of Colorado’s most prized landscapes. Specifically, I would like to see the
Forest Service target areas with outstanding wilderness-quality and unique values in
the forest plan. Here are specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should
include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed.

Sincerely yours,

James Taylor

Sincerely,
James Taylor
13138 Crawford Rd



Paonia, CO 81428



November 25, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

The Forest Service must take this opportunity to protect important wildlife, water,
and wilderness resources for future generations to come. This foresight will benefit
Colorado public lands and the communities that rely on them as climate change
alters some of Colorado’s most prized landscapes. Specifically, I would like to see the
Forest Service target areas with outstanding wilderness-quality and unique values in
the forest plan. Here are specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should
include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed.

Sincerely,

Greg Romos

Sincerely,
Greg Romos
15524 Black Bridge Rd



Paonia, CO 81428



November 25, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

The Forest Service must take this opportunity to protect important wildlife, water,
and wilderness resources for future generations to come. This foresight will benefit
Colorado public lands and the communities that rely on them as climate change
alters some of Colorado’s most prized landscapes. Specifically, I would like to see the
Forest Service target areas with outstanding wilderness-quality and unique values in
the forest plan. Here are specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should
include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed.

Yours sincerely,

Jerry Shelk
Paonia, CO

Sincerely,
Jerry Shelk



15495 Black Bridge Rd
Paonia, CO 81428



November 25, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

The Forest Service must take this opportunity to protect important wildlife, water,
and wilderness resources for future generations to come. This foresight will benefit
Colorado public lands and the communities that rely on them as climate change
alters some of Colorado’s most prized landscapes. Specifically, I would like to see the
Forest Service target areas with outstanding wilderness-quality and unique values in
the forest plan. Here are specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should
include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed.

Sincerely

Sincerely,
Terri Slivka
236 Bristlecone Drive
Carbondale, CO 81623



November 26, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

I often ski and hike in the National Forest backcountry near my friends' cabin in the
Raggeds Reserve, reached by road from the top of McClure Pass. One of our most
cherished views in every season is to the south, past the back of Chair Mountain and
down the Muddy Creek valley, with Mt. Lamborn in the distance. The upper Muddy
Creek Valley and the mountainsides surrounding it show little sign of human
alteration or development. This view should remain unchanged.

The signs of climate change are everywhere and they are unmistakable. Oil and gas
development of any kind should be not be easily permitted, as every gallon of crude
and every cubic foot of gas withdrawn from the earth takes us closer to that tipping
point where the climate won't return to anything like normal in our lifetimes. Leave it
in the ground.

The Forest Service must take this opportunity to protect important wildlife, water,
and wilderness resources for future generations to come. This foresight will benefit
Colorado public lands and the communities that rely on them as climate change
alters some of Colorado’s most prized landscapes. Specifically, I would like to see the
Forest Service target areas with outstanding wilderness-quality and unique values in
the forest plan. Here are specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should



include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed.

Sincerely
Jeremy G. Heiman

Sincerely,
Jeremy Heiman
988 Brush Creek Ln.
Glenwood Springs, CO 81601



November 26, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

The Forest Service must take this opportunity to protect important wildlife, water,
and wilderness resources for future generations to come. This foresight will benefit
Colorado public lands and the communities that rely on them as climate change
alters some of Colorado’s most prized landscapes. Specifically, I would like to see the
Forest Service target areas with outstanding wilderness-quality and unique values in
the forest plan. Here are specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should
include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed.

Sincerely

Sincerely,
Kelli Rohrig
PO Box 9292
Avon, CO 81620



November 25, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

The Forest Service must take this opportunity to protect important wildlife, water,
and wilderness resources for future generations to come. This foresight will benefit
Colorado public lands and the communities that rely on them as climate change
alters some of Colorado’s most prized landscapes. Specifically, I would like to see the
Forest Service target areas with outstanding wilderness-quality and unique values in
the forest plan. Here are specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should
include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed.

Sincerely

Sincerely,
Sandy Taylor
13138 Crawford Rd
Paonia, CO 81428



November 25, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

The Forest Service must take this opportunity to protect important wildlife, water,
and wilderness resources for future generations to come. This foresight will benefit
Colorado public lands and the communities that rely on them as climate change
alters some of Colorado’s most prized landscapes. Specifically, I would like to see the
Forest Service target areas with outstanding wilderness-quality and unique values in
the forest plan. Here are specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should
include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed.

Sincerely, Kendall Christianson, Glenwood Springs

Sincerely,
Kendall Christianson
2022 Midland Ave
GLENWOOD SPRINGS, CO 81601



November 25, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

The Forest Service must take this opportunity to protect important wildlife, water,
and wilderness resources for future generations to come. This foresight will benefit
Colorado public lands and the communities that rely on them as climate change
alters some of Colorado’s most prized landscapes. Specifically, I would like to see the
Forest Service target areas with outstanding wilderness-quality and unique values in
the forest plan. Here are specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should
include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed.

Sincerely

Sincerely,
James Campbell
PO Box 27
Glenwood Springs, CO 81602



November 26, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

The Forest Service must take this opportunity to protect important wildlife, water,
and wilderness resources for future generations to come. This foresight will benefit
Colorado public lands and the communities that rely on them as climate change
alters some of Colorado’s most prized landscapes. Specifically, I would like to see the
Forest Service target areas with outstanding wilderness-quality and unique values in
the forest plan. Here are specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should
include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed.

Sincerely

Sincerely,
Nina Jones
PO Box 3068
Oakhurst, CA 93644



November 26, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

The Forest Service must take this opportunity to protect important wildlife, water,
and wilderness resources for future generations to come. This foresight will benefit
Colorado public lands and the communities that rely on them as climate change
alters some of Colorado’s most prized landscapes. Specifically, I would like to see the
Forest Service target areas with outstanding wilderness-quality and unique values in
the forest plan. Here are specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should
include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed.

Sincerely

Sincerely,
Shawna Yaussi
13879 2800 Road
Hotchkiss, CO 81419



November 26, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

The Forest Service must take this opportunity to protect important wildlife, water,
and wilderness resources for future generations to come. This foresight will benefit
Colorado public lands and the communities that rely on them as climate change
alters some of Colorado’s most prized landscapes. Specifically, I would like to see the
Forest Service target areas with outstanding wilderness-quality and unique values in
the forest plan. Here are specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should
include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed.

Sincerely

Sincerely,
Eugenie McGuire
16870 Garvin Mesa Rd
Paonia, CO 81428



November 26, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

The Forest Service must take this opportunity to protect important wildlife, water,
and wilderness resources for future generations to come. This foresight will benefit
Colorado public lands and the communities that rely on them as climate change
alters some of Colorado’s most prized landscapes. Specifically, I would like to see the
Forest Service target areas with outstanding wilderness-quality and unique values in
the forest plan. Here are specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should
include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed.

Sincerely

Sincerely,
Maggie Rerucha
10520 Livingston Dr
Northglenn, CO 80234



November 26, 2021

RE: Forest Service, include more citizen-proposed recommended wildernesses
and special management areas in the GMUG DEIS!

Dear Dear,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) for the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest’s
(GMUG) forest plan revision.

The Forest Service must take this opportunity to protect important wildlife, water,
and wilderness resources for future generations to come. This foresight will benefit
Colorado public lands and the communities that rely on them as climate change
alters some of Colorado’s most prized landscapes. Specifically, I would like to see the
Forest Service target areas with outstanding wilderness-quality and unique values in
the forest plan. Here are specific recommendations:

1) Additional Recommended Wilderness and Special Management Areas

The Forest Service should add the following recommended wildernesses and special
management areas to its forest plan: 

• Mendicant Ridge Recommended Wilderness (11,279 acres); 
• Muddy Country Watershed and Wildlife Conservation Area (61,200 acres);
• Pilot Knob Backcountry Wildlife Conservation Area (24,100 acres); 
• Hubbard Park Recommended Wilderness (5,238 acres); 
• Lamborn Special Interest Area (14,100 acres); and 
• Coal Mountain Recommended Wilderness (15,200 acres).

These areas have high value wildlife habitat, water resources, and wilderness quality.
Please add them to the final revised forest plan.

2) Analyze Beneficial Impacts to Wilderness Character, Wildlife Habitat, and Water
Resources

In addition to including the six proposed areas in the forest plan, the Forest Service
also must analyze the beneficial impacts of protecting these areas. This should
include, but not be limited to, benefits to the outstanding wildlife, water, and
wilderness resources in these areas that were ignored in the draft environmental
impact statement. As you are aware, the GMUG forest plan revision will have long-
lasting environmental impacts and the impacts to these areas must be rigorously
analyzed.

Sincerely

Sincerely,
Nancy Peterson
905 Melissa Ln
Carbondale, CO 81623
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